
Presentations
Part 1





Key terms

• Conference

• Congress

• Symposium

• Debate

• Forum

• Keynote Vs Plenary

• Meeting

• Poster Session



1 Why is it important for you to give presentations at international

conferences?

2 I s merely attending a conference (i.e. without actually presenting) useful 
for your career?

3 Which is more important: your slides or how you explain them?

4 What kinds of presentations do you like to see?

5 What typical faults do you notice in other people's presentations? Do you

personally have the same faults?

6 Is being a good presenter an innate talent or can you learn to give better

presentations?



Good presentations: typical features
Audiences from all parts of the world appreciate presentations that:
• are professional and are delivered by someone who is credible and confident
• look like they were prepared specifically for us and make it immediately clear
why we should be interested
• have clear slides, with minimal detail and helpful and/or entertaining images
• tell us interesting, curious, and counterintuitive things
• don’t make us work too hard to follow what is being said—two or three main
points, lots of examples, and not too much theory
• are delivered in a friendly, enthusiastic, and relatively informal way
entertain us and interact with us



Bad presentations: typical features
No audience will be pleased to attend a presentation where the speaker:
• has clearly not practiced the presentation
• has no clear introduction, a confused structure, and no conclusions
• appears to be talking to himself/herself rather than engaging with the 

audience
• reads the slides
• has a series of similar slides full of text and diagrams
• relies on animations
• fails to address the audience’s interest and only sees things from his/her 

point of
• view is too technical, too detailed
• speaks too fast, speaks with a monotone, speaks for too long
• shows little interest in his/her topic





Criteria
 
                                                                                                    
Content: sets out relevant issues or topics, explains the purpose and the structure of the talk, confident with material.
 
 
Structure: a clear introduction of the topic, logical, easy to follow, provides headings and signposting, each section relates to overall 
purpose, reminds the audience of the most important points, conclusion
 
 
Body Language and Use of Visual Aids: speed, eye contact, clarity, audibility, tone, good rapport with audience, hand gestures/body 
language; clear, catchy slides
 
Language: good use of vocabulary, a wide variety of structures, grammatically accurate
 
Delivery and Pronunciation: fluent, no serious errors in pronunciation, well-paced performance
 
Total
 
 



Function Language

Introducing the subject

 

∙ I'm going to take a look at…/
talk about…/
examine…/
tell you something about the background…/
give you some facts and figures…/
fill you in on the history of…/
concentrate on…/
limit myself to the question of…

∙ My presentation is in … parts.

∙ I'd like to start by... 

∙ Let's begin by... 

∙ First of all, I'll... 

∙ Starting with... 

∙ I'll begin by... 



Finishing one subject...

∙ Well, I've told you about... 

∙ That's all I have to say about... 

∙ We've looked at... 

∙ So much for...

...and starting another

∙ Now we'll move on to... 

∙ Let me turn now to... 

∙ Next... 

∙ Turning to... 

∙ I'd like now to discuss... 

∙ Let's look now at... 

∙ This leads me to my next point…



Analysing a point and giving recommendations

∙ Where does that lead us? 

∙ Let's consider this in more detail... 

∙ What does this mean for ABC? 

∙ Translated into real terms...

Giving an example

∙ For example,... 

∙ A good example of this is... 

∙ As an illustration,... 

∙ To give you an example,... 

∙ To illustrate this point...













• Introduction
Hook

Objective

Agenda

Home Assignment

Tell the audience your agenda and how you want to organize your presentation


